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Abstract 
Search Engine Optimization (SEO) is the technique of improving Web sites visibility in             
search engines. Since the algorithms that search engines are based on become more             
intelligent each day, there is a constant urge for new knowledge. In collaboration with              
RankTrail, new research for discovering insights about SEO has been conducted.           
Hypotheses around alleged ranking factors have been created based on qualitative           
interviews. Through a quantitative case study these hypotheses have been analyzed. The            
first part of the analysis consisted of calculating the Spearman’s Rank-Order           
Correlation. Secondly, these correlations has been visualised using histograms.         
Additional statistical tests have been performed. Number of images, use of HTTPS and             
use of a custom meta-description stand out amongst all factors analyzed. All three have              
a higher mean, but also a higher effect size calculated from Cohen’s d. However, the               
results of this study show that none of the factors indicate a strong impact on SEO. 
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1 Introduction  
 
Google; a widely recognized search engine, amongst other things. They have made it             
into our vocabulary. We urge people to “Google it” as soon as questions arise which we                
lack answers to or when we are searching for products to buy. Google has become a                
giant source of knowledge which we depend on in our ordinary lives. Nowadays we              
expect to be presented relevant information when we use Google to search for             
information. If you flip the coin you discover one of the most competitive markets              
where companies will invest blood, sweat and a lot of money to be one the top and                 
attract traffic from potential customers. Being on the top or not is decided by Google's               
complex algorithms. Trying to figure out how theses algorithms operate has created the             
line of business called Search Engine Optimization (SEO).  

With insights of how the algorithms function, correct actions to improve Website            
visibility can be taken. Maintaining these insights requires constant research since the            
algorithms receive updates every day. The goal of this study was to contribute to these               
efforts. In collaboration with RankTrail, a swedish SEO-company based in Malmö, new            
research was conducted. Using a quantitative method thousands of Web pages were            
included in this research. The results were analyzed and presented using visualisations.  

1.1 Background 
Every day millions of search queries are entered into search engines such as Google,              
Bing and Yahoo. These are the three largest English search engines used today, where              
Google is by far the biggest out of the three. With almost 93% of the market Google is                  
the dominating force. Second, Bing comes with 2.41% and on third place Yahoo with              
1.82% [5]. There are no signs of Google losing any market shares, on the contrary: Since                
2015 Google has increased their lead by almost 2% [5]. Regardless of market shares              
they all serve the same purpose. They help users navigate and find relevant information              
on the Web. Everyone who uses a search engine does it with an intent, whether it is to                  
buy a product or to find knowledge on a subject. Search engines try to fulfill these                
intents by presenting the user with quality results. 
 

1.1.1 Search Engine Results Pages (SERP)  
Each search query typed into Google gets something referred to as a SERP (Search              
Engine Results Pages). The SERP is unique for every search query. The query “Buy              
running shoes” would, for example, generate a different SERP than the query “does god              
exist?”. One would consist of websites offering running shoes while the other probably             

 
   

 



 

would point to forums discussing the existence of God. Apart from content, the two              
SERPs would have an almost identical structure. They would be structured with pages,             
each page containing 10 results. Using the navigation bar seen in Figure 1, users can               
navigate between pages. 

   Figure 1.1: Google’s navigation bar used in SERPs 
 
Navigating between pages is not something users tend to do a lot. They often stick to the                 
first page. In fact, the first page attracts 91% of all traffic and second page receives                
around 5% [7]. The reason behind this could be the fact that the SERP works as a                 
ranking. The SERP does not only contain relevant websites, these websites are also             
ranked by Google. Aware of this ranking, if not finding answers to search queries on the                
first page users tend to have little faith of finding it on the next page [7]. Using                 
algorithms Google dictates these rankings [8]. 

1.1.2 Google Search Algorithms 
The foundation of Google’s search engine consists of multiple algorithms. Combined,           
these algorithms result in an advanced and complex search engine. The algorithms            
functions by evaluating multiple different factors on each website [8]. According to            
Amerland [9], there are over 200 different factors. The evaluation process results in a              
ranking. The higher ranking a website possess, the better option Google’s algorithms has             
considered it to be regarding answering the users search query [9]. One of these              
algorithms used to rank Web pages is called PageRank [31]. PageRank evaluates how             
relevant a Web page is based on the number of external Web pages that is linking to the                  
page. For example if website A has a link that sends you to website B, Google might see                  
this as website B being a bit more relevant. Of course Google evaluates website A as                
well. Depending on the size and popularity of website A the link directed to website B                
might be a strong sign of relevancy or be seen as barely nothing. Google constantly tries                
making their algorithm more sophisticated, meaning that the factors that makes up the             
evaluation process are non-static. This means that factors that might have been            
important in the past, might be less important now, or in the near future. Keeping track                
of these updates and trying to resolve how the algorithm have changed from update to               
update is one of the main objectives with SEO. This battle keeps getting more              

 
   

 



 

challenging as Google makes their algorithms more advanced and sophisticated with           
each update [9]. 
 

1.1.3 Search Engine Optimization (SEO) 
Even if times are changing, the broad aspects of SEO look the same. It is still a cat and                   
mouse game. The SEO industry keeps experimenting and, with data, draw conclusions            
about the current state of SEO. The main objective with these experiments is to find               
clues of how the algorithm works. With these clues SEO-experts can implement changes             
to clients websites and help them to achieve higher rankings on search engines for              
relevant search queries [10]. 

1.2 Related work 
Since researching and discovering new knowledge is a common task amongst           
SEO-experts, there are plenty of research available. These papers try to solve the similar              
problems as this study aims at solving. 

In 2016 Backlinko performed a study where they analyzed Google search results            
[11]. At the time they claimed that there had not been any more comprehensive analysis               
of Google search results. This was possible with the help of four partners, SEMRush,              
Ahrefs, SimilarWeb and MarketMuse. These four actors had access to huge amounts of             
data. Backlinko randomly picked 1 million keywords from SEMRush database. The first            
ten search results for each of these keywords were collected, Backlinko used the term              
“winners circle” to describe the top ten results. From these 10 million URLs Backlinko              
randomly extracted 1 million URLs. This made sure they had a diversity of websites in               
their study. Each of these million URLs were scraped and the necessary information was              
extracted.  

They analyzed a wide variety of alleged ranking factors. Their results were            
summarized in a list, where each factor was paired with a value. The value indicated the                
correlation of the factor and the rankings of a URL. This was calculated using the               
Spearman’s rank correlation [11]. According to Backlinko it was the most appropriate            
way of looking at how factors might impact the rankings of websites. Their results              
showed that nearly all factors analyzed have some form of correlation, except a few.              
Number of images in content does not show enough correlation that it is possible to say                
it affects rankings. This can be said about Partial Match Anchor Text, Keyword Appears              
in Title Tag (Exact Match) and Presence of Schema Markup as well. 

Another massive study was conducted in 2017 by SEMRush [12]. They analyzed the             
Google search results for 600,000 keywords. They included the first 100 results for each              

 
   

 



 

keyword. With a list of 60 million URLs and a list of supposed ranking factors, a                
machine-learning algorithm was applied. The algorithm produced a result indicating the           
importance of each factor. They found indications of HTTPS being very important.            
Graphs showed that content length correlated with ranking. The first position on Google             
search result had on average the longest content length. The result also showed that              
having the keyword in the title, meta-description and/or body had some effect even             
though it was much less than other factors. Their methodology differs from the study              
conducted by Backlinko. SEMRush used a machine-learning algorithm called Random          
Forest [12] and they did not use Spearman’s correlation when calculating the importance             
of each factor, motivating that correlation is not suitable when one factor might depend              
on several other factors. They also state that outliers can be troublesome if you go with                
correlation analysis. 

Moz, another giant in the industry, conducted their own research in 2015 [13]. Their              
approach was a mix of qualitative and quantitative analysis. With surveys, they collected             
expert opinions on more than 90 factors. In addition to the surveys, Moz (like Backlinko               
and SEMRush), performed their own experiments and collected information from          
websites. Both survey results and the information collected from their experiments were            
calculated with Spearman's correlation. They mentioned that it was important to keep in             
mind that they only considered results from English language queries searched from U.S             
locations. Moz found that backlinks to the domain and to the specific page indicated of               
being the most important ranking factor. Third and fourth place on their list of indicating               
rank factors were all about the content and metrics affecting the user-experience. This             
included how relevant the content was, the quality of the content, and metrics such as               
pagespeed, readability and uniqueness of the content. 

In their surveys Moz included future predictions of which factors would increase in             
importance from an SEO-perspective. Some of the predictions from leading experts in            
2015 included Mobile-friendliness, use of HTTPS, Pagespeed, and use of structured           
data. 

When you compare this new and fresh research to older research, such as the one               
conducted by Zhu and Wu in 2011, the similarities are obvious concerning            
methodology, but the results differentiate. They analysed 200,000 websites and          
extracted relevant information [6]. The results of their study resemble the old times of              
search engine optimization, talking about the importance of keyword density and the            
need to have keywords in title and text. There is no discussion about metrics such as                
pagespeed or user-experience, metrics that are familiar in today's discussion. 

The methodology for these presented papers share the same approach. They all            
collect information in a quantitative way. One paper breaking that common ground was             

 
   

 



 

conducted only months ago, where a systematic literature review was used as a method              
[14]. Based on the factors gathered in the review, they conducted a smaller experiment              
with the goal of validating these factors. The top 15 results for three different search               
queries, a total of 45 URLs, were analyzed. The results concluded that the existence of               
HTTPS, text length, keyword in URL, and domain age were more prominent in the top               
rankings. This result does not completely line up with the information they gathered in              
their systematic literature review. In order to decide the importance of each factor, they              
also used the Spearman’s correlation [14]. 
 

1.3 Problem and Motivation 
What makes SEO interesting is the constant need for research and investigations; it is a               
battle against the algorithms that never ends. Google updates their algorithm 500-600            
times a year [1]. This would mean that there is a minimum of 1,3 updates to the                 
algorithm every day. Some of these updates are bigger than others and are noticeable in               
the form of search rankings fluctuations. This means that conclusions made from earlier             
research might not be relevant today and motivates a constant need for further research              
in the area. Gudivada, Rao and Paris [2, p. 50] support this claim in their article saying                 
that webmasters must constantly adjust their sites according to guidelines and           
recommendations from SEO companies on SEO best practices. 

Zilincan [3] recommends that further research in this area should focus on estimating             
the importance of different factors. This recommendation makes sense, since new           
updates to the Google algorithm can change the importance of specific factors [1].             
Geomekalis et al. [4] say in their study that search engine algorithms will keep evolving               
which creates a demand for organizations to keep figuring out ways to rank higher on               
search results. 

RankTrail, a S-a-a-S company from Malmö, is one of many that needs to research              
and constantly find new insights on SEO. Because the more insights they gather, the              
better their software gets and the more attractive they get to potential clients. Like              
everyone else working with SEO, they are curious about finding alleged ranking factors             
and further investigate if those factors show any signs of correlating with higher             
rankings on Google.  

 

1.4 Summary of Method and Results 

In collaboration with RankTrail, a case study in the field of SEO was conducted. By               
interviewing experts in the area, a list of factors was produced, factors which are              

 
   

 



 

interesting from an SEO perspective. These factors were analyzed in a quantitative way.             
Data needed to analyze each factor was collected by developing a program in Python.              
After data had been collected it was analyzed using the Spearman’s rank correlation             
coefficient. The websites included in this case study consisted of the top 25 results for               
multiple SERPs. An estimated amount of 5000 SERPs was used. This resulted in a total               
of 125,000 websites analyzed. The Spearman’s rank correlation was calculated for each            
factor on each SERP. When all SERPs had been analyzed the results were visualised              
using Pandas, a library available in Python. The visualisations made it possible to see              
potential patterns.  

Further discussions and details about the methodology and result of this thesis are             
discussed in their corresponding section. 

1.5 Objectives 
The objectives in this thesis are described in Table 1.1. 
 

O1 Find out which alleged rankings factors that exist 
O2 Investigate and get an indication of how important the alleged          

ranking factors are concerning to SEO. 
Table 1.1: Objectives. 
 
O1 was answered using qualitative interviews with SEO-experts. With O1 finished O2            
was solved by developing a Web-extraction software and collecting data from thousands            
of Web pages. The data collected was then ported to Pandas where I created and               
analyzed visualisations of the data.  

1.6 Scope/Limitation  
This study only focused on the Google search engine. The data needed to conduct              
research on other search engines such as Bing and Yahoo were not available. The factors               
that this study analyzed are based solely on interviews, and not on any related work. 

It is worth mentioning that the scope of this study only includes Swedish SERPs.              
Swedish SERPs refers to SERPs generated by search queries using the Swedish            
language, performed in Sweden. The available data and infrastructure provided by           
RankTrail only supported swedish search queries and SERPs. 

1.7 Target group  
The main target group of this thesis was anyone interested in SEO, mainly in Sweden               
since it were Swedish SERPs that were analyzed. One important stakeholder was            
RankTrail because they collaborated with the study. Other stakeholders were          

 
   

 



 

SEO-researchers and companies working with SEO. 

1.8 Outline  
The rest of this thesis is presented as follows. Section 2 discusses the methodology and               
motivates choices of method. Section 3 covers all results. This includes factors discussed             
in the interviews but also how data was collected. Lastly the section presents data              
visualisations for each factor analyzed. Any discussions about the results or thesis as a              
whole, can be found in Section 4. Conclusions and recommendations regarding future            
work is presented in Section 5. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
   

 



 

2 Method 
 
As presented in Section 1.2, there are many different approaches to this problem. As              
with any research, it can be categorized into either quantitative or qualitative, although             
this does not eliminate using methods from both categories. This is the case with this               
study, as there is a mix of both qualitative and quantitative methods. Since quantitative              
methods are considered the most essential, this study can be seen as a quantitative              
research. Below, each method (together with a brief motivation) is presented.  
 

2.1 Interviews 

As the first part of this research, interviews were held with employees at TopVisible, a               
digital marketing agency. The agency was connected with RankTrail, which made it            
possible to set up the interviews. They possessed expert knowledge in the field of SEO               
and digital strategies. The interviews worked as an open conversation where I            
documented their thoughts and opinions on the topic of SEO and possible ranking             
factors. The interviews did not include more than one pre-defined question, being the             
following: 
 

“What are the hidden factors that you believe affect the results of Google search results?” 

Every respondent had to answer what they thought were the most important factors that              
dictate Google rankings and why they thought that. The answers that I received from              
each respondent were discussed in the other interviews. This meant that all respondents             
gave their opinions on each other’s answers and, in the end, I could create a list of                 
factors that all respondents would see as relevant. 

The interviews were structured to the point that the relevant area, which this study              
aims at analyzing, was discussed and nothing else. For example there were not any              
possibilities to analyze factors such as backlinks and bounce rate during this research,             
two factors earlier research as proven to be important, so naturally these factors were              
seen as off topic and not discussed in the interviews. Some of the interviews              
differentiated themselves from each other concerning structure. By the nature of open            
discussion some interviews received a bit more structure compared to the others. This             
was because they were questioned about thoughts that had arrived from earlier            
interviews with their colleagues. This was not something that was scripted before hand. 

The goal of these interviews was to create a list of alleged ranking factors that would                
be analyzed. The nature of SEO research is often based on “gut-feelings” from experts              

 
   

 



 

and a lot of trial-and-error. Considering this, qualitative interviews with experts were the             
most suitable choice when deciding which factors to analyze during this project. 

2.2 Case Study 

With the use of the list of alleged ranking factors produced from the interviews, it was                
possible to analyze each factor in a case study. The analysis showed if there were any                
patterns motivating why the specific factor would be important in a SEO strategy. The              
case study examined each factor in their natural environment, which was on a website              
accessible on the internet. To make analysis of each factor possible, data were extracted              
from each website.  

2.2.1 Extract data 

Data extraction was performed using Python. Python was considered one of the best             
choices in terms of existing libraries. There were many public libraries available which             
facilitated the completion of this study, such as Pandas and Scipy to name a few.  

2.2.2 Spearman’s correlation 

As shown in the related work, a common method to estimate the importance of different               
factors is by using the Spearman's rank-order correlation [11, 12, 13, 14]. The             
Spearman’s correlation is a formula that calculates the correlation between two           
variables. The correlation is measured from -1 to 1. A correlation coefficient that is 1 or                
-1 would mean that there is a strong monotonic relationship between the two variables.              
The reason why Spearman’s is used instead of Pearson, is because of the nature of               
Google Search Results; they are ranked by importance, in decreasing order. Spearman’s            
correlation works by comparing the ranks of two datasets, which fits our goal better than               
Pearson, which compares the two datasets’ raw values.. An example of how these             
rankings is calculated can be seen in Table 2.1 below. 
 

Raw Values 
Dataset 1 

Spearman’s rank 
for Dataset 1 

Raw Values Dataset 
2 

Spearman’s rank 
for Dataset 2 

84 3 34 1 

19 1 53 2 

24 2 87 3 

Table 2.1: Example of how two datasets of raw values if getting ranked from lowest to                
highest by Spearman’s correlation 

 
   

 



 

The correlation between these ranks is then calculated. If instead the Pearson correlation             
would to be calculated, the raw values would be used. As mentioned, the nature of               
Google Search Results makes it suited to use the Spearman’s rank correlation, because             
one of the datasets is already ranked. 
 

2.2.3 Data Analysis and Presentation 
After all the correlations were extracted for each query and factor, we analyzed the data               
in two ways: (a) by using descriptive visualizations to present the distributions of each              
factor, which supports an overall qualitative understanding of what are the correlations            
between the factors and the results; and (b) by running statistical tests to determine              
whether the obtained correlations for each factor are significantly different than 0 (i.e.,             
no correlation), and to determine the sizes of the effects of these differences. 
 
The test used for determining the statistical significance of the results was the t-test with               
one sample [30], which measures whether the mean of one observed sample ( ) is            x   
significantly different than a previously-defined null hypothesis ( ) about the       H0    
population mean ( ). In our case, the null hypothesis was that there is no correlation  μ              
between a factor and the ranking of the results, while the alternative hypothesis ( )             Ha  
was that there is a difference. In other words, 
 

,H0 : μ = 0  
= .Ha : μ / 0  

 
The t statistic is computed as 
 

, x  ) / ( σ /  )t = ( − μ √n  
 

where is the sample standard deviation and n is the sample size. Based on the t σ                 
statistic, a p-value is computed, which gives the probability that the observed sample             
would happen given that is true. If the p-value is low enough, i.e. less than a    H0             
pre-defined threshold , that means should be rejected, i.e., there is strong evidence  α    H0         
that it is not true. Here, we use (or 1%)..01α = 0  
 
Finally, the effect size is computed using Cohen's d, which determines the magnitude of              
the difference between and . Even if the difference is statistically significant(i.e., the   x   μ          
p-value is low), sometimes the effect may be too small to be relevant in practice. We use                 
Cohen's d to try to determine that. According to Sawilowsky [30], the values of Cohen's               

 
   

 



 

d should be translated to effect sizes using Table 2.2. 

 
Effect size Cohen's d 
Very small 0.01 

Small 0.20 
Medium 0.50 

Large 0.80 
Very large 1.20 

Huge 2.0 
Table 2.2: Corresponding effect sizes for different values of Cohen's d [30] 

 

2.3 Reliability and Validity  
Researching in the field of SEO is unique in the sense that the algorithms can change                
from day to day. Potential findings during this project might be irrelevant in the future as                
a consequence. This is important to remember when discussing the reliability of this             
thesis. 

Concerning validity, it is important to remember that any coefficients calculated           
using the Spearman’s rank correlation can not be viewed as fact. These correlations can              
only be interpreted as indications.  
 

2.4 Ethical Considerations  
Interviews with employees at TopVisible have been conducted with permission from the            
respondents. They have all been asked for permission to be recorded. Since interviews             
were semi-structured, sensitive information about the company sometimes leaked out          
during the meetings. Due to contracts, these certain parts of the recorded interviews have              
been cut. 
 
 
 

 
   

 



 

3. Results 

3.1 Interviews 
In this section, I explain the results obtained from interviews with the employees at              
TopVisible. As mentioned, the interviews were very open with only one main question             
which was: 
 

“What are the hidden factors that you believe affect the results of Google search results?” 

 
This made made it closer to a conversation rather than an interview. Seeing as the goal                
with the interviews was to create a list of alleged ranking factors, discussions about              
different factors were made. There were four interviews that were held. The four             
employees had similar professions.  
 
● Respondent 1: 

○ Profession: Digital Strategist 
○ Interview Length: 56 Minutes 

● Respondent 2: 
○ Profession: Digital Marketer 
○ Interview Length: 24 Minutes 

● Respondent 3: 
○ Profession: Digital Marketer 
○ Interview Length: 22 Minutes 

● Respondent 4: 
○ Profession: Digital Marketing Strategist 
○ Interview Length: 20 Minutes 

  
The interviews were recorded and the summary has resulted in a list of alleged ranking               
factors. Each factor on the list will be presented during this section with an explaining               
how the factor functions, combined with quotations from the interviews regarding the            
factor. The citations used from the interviews are translated from Swedish. 
 

3.1.1 Different approaches for different industries 
The hypothesis that different industries require different approaches to the SEO strategy            
was mentioned by Respondent 1. This thought was shared amongst the other            
respondents. Respondent 2 said that “I don’t think that you can say that one approach               
work for every industry. I am convinced that different parameters is required for             

 
   

 



 

different industries” 
Respondent 3 continued saying that “some sites maybe shouldn’t have too much text”             

and took a comparison of a production company website compared to a news site.              
Respondent 3 stated that: 
 
“A production company will have small amounts of text about the company, the             
employees and some reference cases. But why would they need any more? They will              
have a pretty heavy site seeing as they will have a lot of images and videos. A news site                   
will on other hand have a loads of text. So yes, I think you will see industry-specific                 
content” 

3.1.2 Keyword in Title Tag, Meta Description Tag and the URL 
Each result on the SERP has three main elements. The elements consist of a title, a                
description, and the URL which it leads to.  
 

 
Figure 3.1: Showing how websites are presented in search results 
 
 
The title is applied by using the following code-snippet. This code is placed in the               
head-element of a HTML-webpage. Google states that the title often is one of the              
primary piece of information used when deciding which result to click on [15]: 
 
               <title>Search engine optimization - Wikipedia</title> 

 
The description is a small paragraph that allows a Web owner to briefly describe the               
content of the webpage or in some way attract the user to click on it. Google describes it                  
as a pitch and that the meta description should convince the user that the page is                
precisely what they are searching for [15]. The meta description tag is also found in the                
head-element of a HTML-Web page: 
 
<meta name="description" content="Get started learning all about SEO from         

the industry's most trusted source, Search Engine Land. Review basics of search            

engine optimization, ranking factors &amp; more."> 

 
The last element is the URL. The URL seen for each result in the SERP is the actual                  

 
   

 



 

URL the user will end up at when clicking. This goes only for the organic results.                
Sponsored results have the ability to change the appearance of the URL. Since this study               
only includes organic results, that ability can be ignored. The term “organic” refers to              
Web pages that are listed in SERPs solely based off their content. The opposite to               
organic is paid results. These are Web pages which are listed on the SERP labeled as                
“commercial” and has paid to receive a spot in the SERP.  

Respondent 1 expressed that it would be interesting to see if there are correlations              
between higher rankings and having the search query in the title or meta description of               
the Web page. She said that “we always make sure to mention it in the meta title and                  
meta description, but Google has occasionally, often in recent years stated that this is              
not as important any longer”, she followed this by saying that “there is nothing that               
confirms that you should have it”. Although what is known for sure is that both the title                 
and description as Respondent 1 stated “are important in the sense that they should              
attract clicks”. She ended the topic by stating that “Google is becoming smarter and              
understands when you use variations of a word or even synonyms” and expressed that              
this would be a challenge when analyzing frequency of search queries in title and              
description. When asking Respondent 3 if she thought it was important to mention the              
query in the title and meta description the answer was yes. She pointed out that she                
thinks that it “is more important having it in the meta title than having it in the meta                  
description”. 

Concerning the URL, Respondent 1 described it as “an old classic” and followed up              
saying that “in 2018 Google explained that the URL is not as important to the algorithm                
any longer”. Although she thought that it would be interesting to see, how frequent the               
search phrase was found in URL:s. 

3.1.3 Title, Description, Domain and URL Length 
Another aspect that can be taken into consideration is the length of the title , description,                
domain and the URL. When discussing the topic of title lengths Respondent 2 started              
with saying that “some of my colleagues will insist on that shorter titles are better” and                
followed up saying that “i’m more divided, i think a short title is good when you only                 
include the search phrase and the brand, but also think that you can rattle on               
occasionally”  

As a pure ranking factor Respondent 3 did not think the length matters - “just make                
sure that you include the search phrase in the title”. From a user basis she did think it                  
should be longer expressing that “it should be more inviting and descriptive, which             
might make it longer”.  

Respondent 4 added to the topic by stating that “since I started with SEO titles have                

 
   

 



 

been incredibly important, i think that the value of titles are on the decline whilst the                
user behaviour is getting more important”. 

On the topic of URL:s Respondent 2 said “I don’t think there is anything special with                
the URL. Google and others has said that the URL is not as important as it used to be.                   
Even though I personally always advocate for an optimized URL”. In further discussions             
regarding the URL, Respondent 2 expressed the thought that a short URL could not do               
any harm but “if it gets too long it might be bad”. She continued saying that “if you have                   
a clean URL that is not full of numbers and crap it feels much more serious and in those                   
cases I think Google is more prone of ranking it higher than compared to a bad URL”. 
 

3.1.4 Domain suffix 
Websites are accessed through a domain name. It consists of a name and a suffix. The                
suffix is often labeled as the TLD (Top-Level-Domain). Wikipedia.org is an example of             
a domain name and the suffix for the domain name is .org.  

There are many different suffixes, where the most popular one is .com if you are               
counting all across the world. But there are also suffixes tied to specific countries, Brazil               
for example has .br, Germany .de and Sweden .se. Theses suffixes are meant for              
websites within the specific country. 

When I discussed the topic with the respondents no one thought that the suffix itself               
could be a ranking factor. They did not think that you automatically get a boost in                
rankings because you used .se instead of something else. Instead they thought that the              
user behaviour makes certain suffixes more preferable. Respondent 4 for example said            
that Swedes trust .se more than .com, which makes us feel more comfortable, which              
“makes it a question of user behaviour” and continued saying that “the more people              
clicking their way into the website, the more interested Google is in listing the website               
higher in the search results”. 

Respondent 2 thought that it probably were more positive for websites to have .se or               
.com instead of suffixes like .nu, .net and so on. She motivated this saying that “i think                 
it gives the site a more serious stamp”. Respondent 3 said that she did not know and did                  
not dare to give an answer.  
 

3.1.5 Pagespeed 
Pagespeed is a term used to describe Web page loading times. Maintaining good loading              
times is important as a Web owner. Pinterest ran an example where they cut loading               
times by 40%. In return, their traffic increased by 15% and their conversion rate for               

 
   

 



 

signups also increased by 15% [16]. It is easy to see the benefits of good loading times.                 
BBC found that they lost 10% of their traffic for every second their site became slower                
[17]. 

Respondent 2 said that “without a doubt pagespeed is important” but continued            
saying that it might not be as important for every industry. She gave an example saying                
that “pagespeed might not be as important in the Business 2 Business industry as it is in                 
e-commerce because they differ in the amount of mobile users, and therefore pagespeed             
might not have a big impact”.  

Respondent 4 said that it probably matters but she did not think you that you would                
get a bonus by having good pagespeed. Instead she thought that “you can get punished if                
your pagespeed is bad”. 

Respondent 1 said that pagespeed, together with mobile-friendliness and structured          
data, are three factors that Google has been open with in saying that they are important.                
Respondent 1 followed up saying that “they are open with this because they are not               
factors whom you can abuse. If you get good at them it benefits the user, that is why                  
Google is open with it”. 

Respondent 3 simply answered “yes” when asked if she thinks that pagespeed is a              
factor that matters in SEO.  
 

3.1.6 Mobile Friendliness 
Mobile friendliness is a term that reflects how good a website will function on mobile               
devices. A website might render and look good on desktop but when users visit the same                
website on a mobile device they will have to pinch and zoom to view its content if the                  
website is not mobile-friendly. To solve this and become mobile-friendly websites need            
to be responsive. Responsive websites alter the placement and size of its elements based              
on the device used to view it. Google amongst many others explains that mobile devices               
are getting more and more utilized in our everyday life. Google says that there are more                
mobile devices than there are personal computers and that this makes it crucial that your               
website is mobile-friendly if being present online is important for your business [18]             
The reason why it is crucial is because websites that are responsive and ensures that               
their content is mobile-friendly might see better rankings on search results for mobile             
devices [18]. When interviewing Respondent 3 about potential improvements in          
rankings as a consequence of being mobile-friendly her thoughts align with Google’s            
statement. She thinks being mobile friendly affects how well a website performs in             
search results. She did point out that she thinks it affects “search results for desktop               
devices less than does performed on mobile devices” 

 
   

 



 

As mentioned in the previous section, Respondent 1 expressed that          
mobile-friendliness is something Google has talked about. She was interested in seeing            
if there are any data visualising its importance. Because mobile-friendliness is just one             
out of many factors and ensuring that your website is mobile-friendly does not             
automatically mean that you rank high on mobile searches [19]. 
 

3.1.7 Structured Data 
Using structured data Web owners can describe the content of their website or as Google               
calls it - “explicit clues about the meaning of the page” [20]. 
Not only does the structured data aid Google in their efforts to understand the content of                
a website, it can also benefit the Web owner. Structured data can give those who utilize                
it special features in the SERP called rich results. Rich results can consist of answer               
boxes, recipes and articles to mention a few [20]. 
An example of this can be seen in Figure 3.2. 

 Figure 3.2: Example of an answer box.  
 

This was one of the factors that Respondent 1 mentioned Google openly promoted.             
Respondent 2 commented the factor saying that “technical SEO is important” and            
continued referencing to some articles she has been reading about the subject. She said              
that “it is become more popular in the USA right now, because it is a competitive market                 
where most are super optimized already and is now looking for new ways to optimize               
their Web pages”. The respondent finished saying that “I don’t think that it is that               
important in Sweden right now, but that it will become more popular”. 

Respondent 3 thought that structured data, if investigated, would be found frequently            

 
   

 



 

in the food-industry. 

3.1.8 HTTPS vs HTTP 
In 2014, Google publicly stated that HTTPS was a ranking factor and boosting websites              
using the secure protocol, in search result rankings. But they also said that the factor did                
not have that much impact, only affecting 1% all queries handled by Google [21]. Since               
then Google has announced further updates regarding use of HTTPS. Google revealed in             
2016 that they would start marking websites managing credentials such as passwords            
and credit cards, non-secure [22]. This was implemented in early 2017 and last year, in               
2018 Google said that a milestone in security had been reached. Google would now              
begin marking all websites, regardless of information managed, as non-secure. This was            
taken into effect in July, 2018 [23].  

When I discussed the factor in terms of SEO with the respondents it became pretty               
clear that HTTPS is a hot topic. Respondent 3 explained that “there has been a               
discussion whether HTTPS ranks higher than HTTP” and Respondent 4 stated that            
“everyone argues that HTTPS ranks better than HTTP” When asked about their personal             
beliefs and if they think that websites using HTTPS generally rank higher than those              
without it, they all referred to Google’s statements. Respondent 4 was hesitant about it              
but said that “it is what they have said the last years, well at least the last 1,5 years, that                    
you will receive heavy punishments” referring to Google punishing websites with HTTP.            
Respondent 3’s answer corresponded with Respondent 4, as she said that “it is what              
Google says”. 

Further discussions with Respondent 4 brought up an interesting thought. She thought            
that, even though the “recommendation is to use HTTPS”, potential research on the topic              
would reveal that websites using HTTP ranks higher in search results compared to those              
with HTTPS. She motivated this thought by saying that “if in fact there is no punishment                
from Google to websites using HTTP, then everyone who has done redirects from HTTP              
to HTTPS has lost some linking-power, since they are doing a redirect” and continued              
with the claim that HTTP websites would benefit in rankings if they could skip that               
redirect and if there was no direct punishment. He followed up saying that “the only               
thing that goes against it is the grey little warning you get” referring to the non-secure                
warning that HTTP sites are marked with in Chrome. She said that it is bad from a “user                  
behaviour perspective and you might lose what you gained by not having to do the               
redirect to HTTPS.” 
Respondent 2 expressed that she has not noticed any direct benefits in rankings when              
going from HTTP to HTTPS. She continued saying that “the only thing i’ve noticed is if                
customers mess up and does not correctly redirect from HTTP to HTTPS, then it can go                

 
   

 



 

really bad”. She gave an example of a customer who lost valuable rankings for many               
keywords during a period of two-three weeks because of a redirect failure. 

Awareness of how hyperlinks play a role in SEO is needed to understand the term               
“linking-power” mentioned by Respondent 4 and why it is important to correctly            
redirect from HTTP to HTTPS. Links can be divided into two categories, internal or              
external. Internal hyperlinks are links on one website linking to other parts of the same               
website. External hyperlinks, also referred to as backlinks, are links coming from one             
website to another website. Backlinks has been known to be important for a long time in                
SEO. As explained in section 1, Google uses an algorithm called PageRank to evaluate              
every backlink a website receives. These backlinks might increase a websites chance to             
higher rankings in search results. Respondent 4 said that “according to what experts             
around the world are saying, 60-70% of Google's rankings is based on links” . 

Concerning redirections from HTTP to HTTPS, it is important to do this correctly.             
When HTTPS has been implemented on a website, all traffic to the HTTP-version needs              
to be redirected. Users entering http://example.com should automatically be redirected to           
https://example.com. This redirect can be done in multiple ways but, if done not             
correctly, all power from current backlinks are lost. Since the link http://example.com is             
not the same as https://example.com, they technically point at two different Web pages. 

3.1.9 Meta-description  
As mentioned in the start of this section, each result on the SERP contains certain               
elements. One element is the meta-description. When viewing search results every result            
has a meta-description. If Web owners has not manually written a description of their              
page, Google automatically does this for them. Respondent 1 said that it would be              
interesting to see if there is any patterns suggesting that websites with custom             
meta-descriptions performs better in search results compared to those with          
meta-descriptions generated by Google. 

Asked about this thought Respondent 2 said that “we know that meta-description isn’t             
that important any longer, but of course we optimize it.” and continued saying that “if               
you’re gonna have a sustainable SEO-strategy you should consider optimizing the           
meta-description for all the important pages”. 
Respondent 3 commented the topic saying that “i think you will see a difference in               
rankings between sites with manually written meta-description compared to those with           
automatically generated ones” 
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3.1.10 Using images and videos 
When the topic of media was discussed with the respondents, they were all excited and               
had much to say. Respondent 4 said that she thinks that using images and videos are                
much more important now than before. She gave an example of her searching on Google               
for “how to tie a tie knot?” and expressed that in past years she would have been                 
presented with “well optimized on-page sites” but nowadays top results are youtube            
videos. According to Respondent 4 this change happened because “based on user            
behaviour Google sees that users don’t want to read about how to tie a tie knot, they                 
want to see someone else do it” 

Respondent 2 was convinced that having videos on the landing page is crucial and              
continued saying that “everything that has to do with video is super interesting”.             
Although she gave an interesting thought about videos being potentially performance           
heavy and increase loading times. Something that aligned with Respondent 3s thoughts.            
She said that “having images and videos is important and thinks that you will frequently               
find more videos and images on websites with better rankings, as long as it doesn’t               
weigh down the performance too much” 

Respondent 4 said that “since we, internet users constantly get more interested in             
mobile media, i think having a video on a static page for example improves its organic                
value” 

3.1.11 Image-alt tag  
Image alt tag is a tag that every image attached on a Web page has. The tag is required                   
by HTML-standards. The content within the tag is meant to replace the image in              
occasions where the image cannot be displayed. Examples of these occasions can be             
slow internet connections or if the user is viewing the Web page using a screen reader.                
Although is it not rare to see images on Web pages with empty alt tags.  

All of the respondents agreed that the alt tag should be used and contain relevant text.                
They all said that are no reason not to use it. Whether it impacts rankings is not                 
something that was discussed. 

3.1.12 Redirect-chains 
Redirect-chains is the expression of multiple redirects happening when a user enters a             
Web page. For example if a user enters the URL “http://example.com” but ends up at               
“https://www.example.com” there has been one redirect. Is is possible to redirect           
multiple times, hence called a redirect-chain. Respondent 2 mentioned that she had read             
about these chains and potential impact on SEO. She referenced to Google saying that              
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“Google says that if you have long redirect-chains it’s worse than if you link from the                
first page directly to the last one”. 
 
 

3.2 Data collection 
Based on these interviews relevant data for multiple factors was collected. 
These factors are presented below with an explanation of how data was collected for              
each of them. There had to be some limitations concerning which factors to analyze. The               
reason behind these limitations had to do with the scope of this study not becoming               
overwhelming. For example factors including text on websites was excluded. Since a lot             
of websites use Javascript to render content it would have been necessary to develop              
advanced functionality to be able to collect text from those websites, or else only data               
from websites that did not use Javascript to render content would have been collected.              
That would have made any calculations completely misleading. 

The data was collected using a Python program. The program selected 5000 search             
queries and its corresponding SERP from RankTrail database. These search queries were            
sorted by an ID to prevent dublettes in the dataset. This also meant that any search                
queries included in the dataset were random and not picked with a purpose. The data               
selected was then transformed into a working queue in Python, making each search             
query and its SERP an object. The queue was processed using multithreading. The             
program used 30 threads. Each thread processed one object from the queue at a time.               
When a thread had finished one object the results were appended to an array containing               
all the results. When the queue had been reduced to 0 the array containing all the results                 
was written to a .CSV file. The CSV file consisted of multiple rows where each row                
represented a search query. Each row also contained multiple columns. Every column            
represented a factor and the value stored was the correlation between that factor and the               
SERP of the search query. 
 

Search query Speed Https Title Meta-Desc 

sell cars 0.8324512 0.02342 -0.12344 -0.05632 

computer science -0.65324 0.98234 -0.16943 0.42794 

how do i bake 
cupcakes? 

0.66312 -0.885321 -0.00123 0.044001 

Table 3.1 Example of how the .CSV was structured 

 
   

 



 

3.2.1 Spearman’s Correlation Coefficient 
As mentioned before, it was decided based on past research in the field, that the               
correlations were going to be calculated using the Spearman’s correlation coefficient.  

The correlations were calculated using the library Scipy [24]. From the library the             
following function was used:  
 
stats.spearmanr(dataset1, dataset2) 
 

The first dataset, Dataset1, was consistent in all calculations. The dataset represented the             
ranks from the Google SERP on each search query. Since the top 25 positions were               
included it meant that the dataset always had the following characteristics: 
 
Dataset1 = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 
24, 25] 
 
As explained in the methodology of this thesis, Spearman’s was suitable because of the              
nature of Google Search Results. It ranks two datasets before calculating the            
correlation. Dataset1 represented the positions on the SERPs, whilst Dataset2          
represented the specific values for each factor analyzed. In Table 3.2 it is possible to see                
an example of the two datasets, before being ranked. The first dataset is static and will                
always be ranked in the same way it is presented. Rank 1 in search results is ranked 1 by                   
Spearman’s as well.  
 

Google search result rank - 
dataset1 
(Spearman’s rank) 

URL Number of images on that 
URL - dataset2 
(Spearman’s rank) 

1(rank 1) https://example.com 13(rank 2) 

2(rank 2) https://example1.com 9(rank 1) 

3(rank 3) https://example3.com 43(rank 3) 

Table 3.2: Example of how the Spearman’s correlation was calculated for number of 
images 
 
When analyzing the Table it shows that the Web page with the highest number of               
images is ranked lowest by Spearman’s. This meant that any correlations that were             
found to be negative indicated that Web pages with higher number of images were more               

 
   

 



 

frequently found in the top positions of Google search results rather than the bottom. 
 

3.2.2 Keyword Match 
It was possible to check whether the search query was included in elements such as the                
Title tag, Meta-description tag and the URL using FuzzyWuzzy, a library that enabled             
for string matching in Python [25]. There were different ways to string match using the               
library. In this study the “Token Set Ratio” was used. This made it possible to check                
how much of the search query that was included in a string. The result for each string                 
match was presented as a percentage, running from 0 to 100. 
 

 
Figure 3.3: Example of how the string match was performed 
 
Figure 3.3 presents two different string matches. Token_sort_ratio returns a result of            
84%, meaning that the string matches 84%. Even though the string is 100% found in the                
other string, is also contains other words. Token_set_ratio on the other hand does not              
take in consideration other words than the string to be matched. In the figure it returns                
100% match since the string compared is found, even though there are other words as               
well. 

3.2.3 Length 
The Python function “len()” was used to measure the length of the Title tag,              
Meta-Description tag, the Domain and the URL [26].  
 

3.2.4 Domain suffixes 
The library “tldextract” was used to extract the suffixes from all URLs [27].  
  
ext = tldextract.extract(url) 

suffix = ext.suffix 

 
Three different domain suffixes were analyzed. These were .se, .com and .nu. For each              
SERP analyzed three temporary arrays were created, one array for each domain suffix.             

 
   

 



 

For each URL on the SERP that was analyzed there were either a “1” or a “0” appended                  
to all of the three arrays. If for example the domain suffix for a given URL was found to                   
be .se, “1” was appended to the first array representing .se and “0” appended to the other                 
two arrays representing .com and .nu. When all 25 URLs on a SERP had been analyzed                
there were three arrays all containing a mix of 1’s and 0’s. The Spearman’s correlation               
was then calculated for each of these three arrays.  
 

3.2.5 Google PageSpeed Insights API 
All other factors that this study analyzed were gathered using the PageSpeed Insights             
API provided by Google [28]. As with previous factors a temporary array for each factor               
was created. Since it was an API that Google offered for free there were occasionally               
errors caused by lacking resources on their side. These errors meant that it was not               
possible to collect any data. This was handled by replacing all of the values that were                
supposed to be collected with 0. In the end when the thread had finished querying the                
API for each of the 25 URLs, the data was cleaned for some of the factors. This meant                  
that any position that held the value 0 was replaced with an average of the two nearest                 
neighbours in the array. This was done because any outliers would have infatuated the              
correlations. The factors that were cleaned were Performance score, Speed Index,           
Dom-Size, number of images and number of videos. 
 

3.2.6 Speed and Performance 
Concerning the discussions about speed and loading times as a ranking factor it was              
decided to collect three different values from the API. The first one was “Performance              
Score”. The score was a summary of 5 different speed metrics [28]. The second value               
that was collected was the “Speed Index”. This value was one of the metrics included in                
the “Performance Score”. It was considered interesting to investigate if any of the two              
values would show higher correlations than the other. If they would, it would mean that               
one of the two values probably are more important from an SEO-perspective. 

It is worth mentioning that the Speed Index was presented in milliseconds instead of              
a score. This is good to know since a negative correlation means something else for               
Speed Index than it does for Performance Score. This is because a low millisecond is a                
good score, whilst a high performance score is good.  

The last value that was collected was the “DOM-size”. This regarded the size of the               
DOM-tree of a Web page. As Google explained it a large DOM-tree could have been               
harmful to a Web page’s performance [29]. It was therefore motivated to collect the              

 
   

 



 

score provided by the API even though DOM-size was not explicitly discussed in the              
interviews. 

3.2.7 HTTPS 
The API returned a binary score - “1” if the page correctly used HTTPS, else “0”. String                 
match was used as a backup functionality in cases where the API returned an error. 
 

3.2.8 Meta-description 
The API returned a binary score. If the page analyzed had a meta-description tag the API                
returned a “1” else it returned a “0”. 
 

3.2.9 Number of Images and Videos 
To collect the number of images and videos on a page a section called              
“network-requests” from the API was used. The section listed all network requests made             
by the Web page on loading. All requests were categorized by the API. The number of                
network requests that had the resource type “Image” were counted as total number of              
images on a Web page. Concerning videos there were two types of resources that were               
counted. The number of resources with the type “Video” was included in the total              
number of Videos. Embedded youtube videos on the Web page would not have been              
listed as a “Video” under network requests. Instead it would have had the resource type               
“Document”. Because of this, each network request with that resource type “Document”            
was further analyzed. If the resource was found to contain a URL which also string               
matched with “www.youtube.com...” the resource was counted as a video. 
 

3.2.10 Redirects 
In the API documentation is was stated that Web pages with more than two redirects               
received a lower score. The score was presented as a percentage. 
 

3.3 Data analysis 
When analysing the histograms it is important to keep in mind what negative and              
positive correlations indicate. When the correlation is negative it means that the two             
datasets compared go in opposite directions. If we continue with the example of number              
of images, we can see an example of how a negative correlation could look.  
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Google Search Result 
Ranks 
(Spearman’s Rank) 

Number of images 
on the Web Page 
(Spearman’s Rank) 

1(1) 43(5) 

2(2) 35(4) 

3(3) 27(3) 

4(4) 21(2) 

5(5) 19(1) 

.. .. 

                     Table 3.3: Spearman’s rank ordering  
 
We can see that when the dataset on the left increase in ranks, the one to the left                  
decrease. This is a negative correlation. 
 

3.3.1 Keyword in Title, Description and URL 

MEAN = -0.085212       STD = 0.282820 
Figure 3.4: Correlation spread, mean and std for factor Keyword in Title 

 
 

 

 
   

 



 

 
 

MEAN = 0.008647             STD = 0.233560  
Figure 3.5: Correlation spread, mean and std for factor Keyword in Description 

MEAN = -0.105195             STD = 0.254592 
Figure 3.6: Correlation spread, mean and std for factor Keyword in URL 

 
These histograms visualise correlations for factors regarding use of keyword in           
important elements and they show slight differences. Figure 3.4 and 3.6 both have a              
negative mean. This indicates that Web pages with keyword in Title and URL are found               
more frequently in the top rankings of Google search. Figure 3.4 has a mean that is                

 
   

 



 

positive, but also much closer to 0 than the other two. This means that you find Web                 
pages with the keyword in the meta-description more spread out across the 25 Web              
pages on the SERP. 
 
 
 
 
 

3.3.2 Length of Title, Description, Domain and URL 

MEAN = 0.029649             STD = 0.235733 
Figure 3.7: Correlation spread, mean and std for factor Title Length 

 
   

 



 

MEAN = 0.026360             STD = 0.218751 
Figure 3.8: Correlation spread, mean and std for factor Description Length 

 
 
 
 
 
 

MEAN = 0.015659             STD = 0.229084 
Figure 3.9: Correlation spread, mean and std for factor Domain Length 

 
   

 



 

MEAN = 0.080531             STD = 0.250631 
Figure 3.10: Correlation spread, mean and std for factor URL Length 

 
 
 
Figure 3.7, 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10 all show a normal distribution. All means are close to 0.                 
The histogram that it furthest away from 0 is the one presenting “URL Length”, which               
has a mean of 0.08. This is a very small indication that shorter URLs are found more                 
frequently in the top rankings of Google Search. 

 
   

 



 

3.3.3 Domain Suffixes 

MEAN = -0.047526             STD = 0.237194 
Figure 3.11: Correlation spread, mean and std for factor .se suffix 

MEAN = 0.038248             STD = 0.230401 
Figure 3.12: Correlation spread, mean and std for factor .com suffix 

 
 
 

 
   

 



 

MEAN = 0.017289             STD = 0.212254 
Figure 3.13: Correlation spread, mean and std for factor .nu suffix 

 
Figure 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13 show some interesting features. First of all you can see that                
Figure 3.13 has a tall spike in the middle. The reason behind this is because the study                 
found many SERPs not containing any URLs with the suffix .nu. In those cases where               
not a single .nu suffix was found, the correlation was set to 0. The same thing happened                 
to .se and .com as well, but not as often. When it happened to .se, it usually had to do                    
with all 25 results on the SERP using the .se suffix instead of none. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
   

 



 

3.3.4 Speed and Performance 

MEAN = 0.020515             STD = 0.262724 
Figure 3.14: Correlation spread, mean and std for factor Performance Score 

MEAN = -0.009665             STD = 0.255349 
Figure 3.15: Correlation spread, mean and std for factor Speed Index 

 
 
 

 
   

 



 

MEAN = 0.113761             STD = 0.276357 
Figure 3.16: Correlation spread, mean and std for factor DOM-Size 

 
The three figures covering speed and performance show normal distributions. The           
means of all three histograms show interesting attributes. The graph presenting the            
performance score has a mean of 0.02. This does not indicate that Web pages with good                
performance are found more frequently in top positions compared to those with worse             
performance. If anything, it indicates the opposite. 

The Speed Index does not indicate that much, as the mean is very close to 0. As with                  
the Performance Score, if anything this graph indicates that Web pages with worse             
loading times are found more frequently in the top. 

Looking at the mean, figure 3.16 indicates that Web pages with bigger DOM-Trees             
are found more frequently in the top positions. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
   

 



 

3.3.5 HTTPS 

MEAN = -0.101017             STD = 0.224114 
Figure 3.17: Correlation spread, mean and std for factor HTTPS 

 
Figure 3.17 has a normal distribution. You can see a tall spike in the middle. This                
represents cases where all 25 websites used HTTPS.  
Looking at the mean we can see that websites with HTTPS are found more frequently in                
the top.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
   

 



 

3.3.6 Meta-Description 

MEAN = - 0.109022             STD = 0.236327 
Figure 3.18: Correlation spread for factor Meta-Description 

 
 
Figure 3.18 has a similar distribution as the previous figure covering HTTPS. The mean              
is also at a similar number, meaning that Web pages with a custom meta-description are               
found more frequently in the top. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
   

 



 

3.3.7 Number of images and videos 

MEAN = -0.126190             STD = 0.230909 
Figure 3.19: Correlation spread for factor Number of Images 

MEAN = -0.022373             STD = 0.215387 
Figure 3.20: Correlation spread for factor Number of Videos 

 
These two figures, 3.19 and 3.20, show two different correlation distributions. First we             
can see that the number of images on Web pages tend to be higher on pages with better                  

 
   

 



 

rankings in Google search, as the mean is negative.  
If we look at number of videos we see a tall spike in the center containing over 2500                  

correlations. This means that videos were rarely found on Web pages. In cases where              
videos were found, the correlations were equally spread on both the positive and             
negative side.  
 

3.3.8 Redirects 

MEAN = - 0.025792             STD = 0.209161 
Figure 3.21: Correlation spread for factor Redirects 

 
 
Analyzing Figure 3.21 it becomes clear that the number of pages with more than one               
redirect were rare to find. In cases where they were found, they were equally spread in                
positive and negative correlations. 

3.4 Statistical Tests and Effect Sizes 
The results of the statistical significance tests and the effect sizes of each factor              
(obtained as described in Section 2) are presented in Table 3.4. All the p-values are               
significantly lower than 0.01 (which is our pre-defined threshold, ), so there is enough         α      
evidence to state that all of the factors are somehow associated with changes in the               
ranking of the results. 

However, the effect sizes (i.e., the actual magnitude of the associations) vary greatly             
depending on the factor. Six factors have a small effect: "KW in title" (~0.29), "KW in                

 
   

 



 

URL" (~0.41), "URL length" (~0.32), "DOM size" (~0.41), "HTTPS" (~0.44), and           
"Meta" (~0.45). It is important to notice that some of these effects are larger than 0.40,                
which makes them closer to medium than small. Only one factor shows medium effect:              
"Images" (~0.55), which seems to be the factor that impacts the results the most out of                
all the factors we analyzed. All the rest of the analyzed factors show very small effects,                
which means that, in practice, they may not be that relevant for the rankings of the                
results. 
 

Factor Name t statistic p-value Cohen's d Effect Size 

KW in Title -20.557006 0.000000 -0.290343 Small 

KW in Desc 2.611869 0.009032 0.036889 Very Small 

KW in URL -29.207166 0.000000 -0.412516 Medium-Small 

Title Length 8.900492 0.000000 0.125709 Small 

Desc. Length 8.529253 0.000000 0.120465 Small 

URL Length 22.744716 0.000000 0.321242 Small 

Domain Length 4.837371 0.000001 0.068322 Very Small 

.se -13.794850 0.000000 -0.194836 Small 

.com 11.025103 0.000000 0.155716 Small 

.nu 3.863156 0.000113 0.054562 Very Small 

Speed -2.679526 0.007397 -0.037845 Very Small 

Performance 5.525890 0.000000 0.078046 Very Small 

DOM-Size 29.145452 0.000000 0.411644 Medium-Small 

HTTPS -31.001481 0.000000 -0.437858 Medium-Small 

Meta-Desc -32.290615 0.000000 -0.456066 Medium-Small 

Images -38.657965 0.000000 -0.545997 Medium 

Videos -4.821396 0.000002 -0.068096 Very Small 

 
   

 



 

Redirects -3.439116 0.000588 -0.048573 Very Small 

Table 3.4: Results of the statistical significance tests and effect sizes. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
   

 



 

 

4. Discussion 
 
When discussing the methodology of this study it is interesting to talk about the sample               
size of each SERP. This study analyzed the top 25 positions. Any correlations presented              
for each factor is the correlation between position 1 to 25. This means that the factors                
analyzed in this study, that showed no signs of correlations, only refers to the top 25.                
This is interesting because, if the top 50 or even top 100 results would have been                
analyzed, the correlations might have been totally different.  

Checking whether a Web page used HTTP or HTTPS could have been done with              
string match on the URL directly. But there were cases where the HTTPS had expired or                
had not been correctly configured. This was not something that could have been spotted              
just by looking at the URL. The problem was nullified by using the API since the API                 
actually visited the Web page before returning a score. 

Concerning the histograms that were produced for each factor we can see that they all               
have a normal distribution. There are some factors that has a mean that is slightly               
distanced from the center. This indicates that the factor has some kind of pattern visible               
in search result rankings. Although, these indications are not enough for someone to say              
that they affect rankings. It is possible that a factor is dependant by another factor. This                
is why you can never claim for a fact, that a factor affects rankings based on                
correlations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
   

 



 

5. Conclusions 
 
The goal of this study was to investigate and get an indication of how important specific                
factors are concerning SEO. This goal was divided into two objectives. The first             
objective were to investigate which alleged ranking factors that exist. I achieved this             
using qualitative interviews with experts. Based on these interviews I was able to create              
a list of 18 alleged ranking factors. There were more than 18 factors discussed, but due                
to limitations in both time and technical aspects there were not room for more factors to                
be analyzed. It is possible to argue that that number of respondents that I interviewed               
were very small and from the same company, which makes hard to claim that the factors                
I collected were actually representative. But due to limitations in resources this is what I               
could manage to achieve. I acknowledge that the group of respondents could be better,              
meaning that it could have been larger and more diverse in terms of respondents coming               
from different companies. When reviewing the factors that the interviews resulted in, it             
is possible to see that the respondents shared opinions on some of the factors, indicating               
that those factors might be more important than the rest. Images and video were two               
factors that they all thought were interesting, and thought would play a big part in the                
future. Regarding pagespeed, mobile-friendly and use of structured data they all referred            
to Google’s best-practice, but no one were confident enough to say that they are ranking               
factors. Title tag, custom meta-description and optimized URLs were elements they all            
said should be optimized.  

To achieve my second objective I collected data which was then analyzed in the              
search of relevant factors. I achieved this by developing a Web-scraper that            
automatically collected data from websites. In the end - data had been collected from a               
number of 125,350 websites from 5,014 SERPs. With data collected it was possible to              
create and analyze visualisations done in Python using Pandas. A histogram showing the             
correlation spread was produced for each factor. This made it easier to see the pattern               
and general direction. Seeing as the Spearman’s correlation coefficient was a popular            
choice in past research, it was chosen as a main measurement for this study. Further,               
statistical testing was conducted. The tests showed that, although the associations of the             
factors with the rankings are statistically significant, the effect sizes were not that large              
in general, with the exception of a few factors such as “Images”, “HTTPS” and              
“Meta-Desc”. This indicated that these factors affect the rankings in a higher scale             
compared to the other factors analyzed.  

Regarding the Spearman’s correlation for each factor it is important to remember that             
correlation does not imply causation. Looking at the correlations within performance the            

 
   

 



 

graphs show that higher ranked Web pages generally have worse performance and            
loading times and bigger DOM-size. A possible conclusion could be that it is more              
important to have large DOM-sizes and a lot of content rather then optimized             
performance. Even though all the respondents thought that performance was important           
the graphs tell the opposite. Correlation for images somewhat align with the comments             
from the respondents. Having the highest effect size amongst the factors analyzed,            
images show a sign of being relevant and something Google might prefer. Video was              
not found frequently on the Web pages analyzed. This is also something that aligns with               
the interviews. The respondents talked about video as something up and coming and             
referenced to user behaviour. The analyze show that video definitely is not something             
that is widely used on Web pages, which means that there are a lot of room to improve                  
use of videos. Custom meta-description was also a factor that all respondents had the              
same view on. The results show that Web pages with a custom meta-description are              
found more frequently in the top.  

When discussing the impact of this thesis and the result that was presented, it shows               
that the hypothetical factors that I gathered and tested all show weak to no signs of being                 
meaningful. The reason behind this could be the fact that there are too many factors               
actually being important and as a consequence no factor alone will show strong signs of               
affecting rankings. It could also mean that a big part of SEO-business is based on wrong                
ideas and that, at least the respondents that I interviewed, should rethink their strategies. 

5.1 Future work 
Future work in the field of SEO will always be needed and motivated. The field is in                 
constant change. I believe both quantitative studies like this one but also more             
qualitative studies that is analyzing factors which are harder to collect, would be             
interesting. Regarding specific factors I would say that analyzing importance of HTTPS,            
Structured data and mobile-friendliness is some of the most interesting factors coming            
into the future. This is something that past research has claimed as well as the results                
from interviews held in this study. Video is also a factor that I would recommend to                
analyze in future work. The results of this study show that video is not frequently used.                
Considering the comment about video being up and coming I would recommend that             
future work further investigate the use of video and see if the results has changed. 
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